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ADDDEEMN DEMANDED DEMAND, to ask for with authority [v] 

ADDDEEMN MADDENED MADDEN, to make or become mad [v] 

 

ADDDEENS DESANDED DESAND, to remove sand from [v] 

ADDDEENS SADDENED SADDEN, to make sad [v] 

 

ADDEEENR DEADENER one that deadens (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [n -S] 

ADDEEENR ENDEARED ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

 

ADDEEFRY DEFRAYED DEFRAY, to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [v] 

ADDEEFRY FEEDYARD feedlot (plot of land on which livestock is fattened) [n -S] 

 

ADDEEHNR ADHEREND surface to which adhesive adheres [n -S] 

ADDEEHNR HARDENED HARDEN, to make hard [v] 

 

ADDEENTT ATTENDED ATTEND, to be present at [v] 

ADDEENTT DENTATED dentate (having teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw)) [adj] 

 

ADDEEPRT DEPARTED one that has died [n -S] / DEPART, to go away [v] 

ADDEEPRT PREDATED PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

 

ADDEEPRV DEPRAVED DEPRAVE, to corrupt in morals [v] 

ADDEEPRV PERVADED PERVADE, to spread through every part of [v] 

 

ADDEGINR DREADING DREAD, to fear greatly [v] 

ADDEGINR READDING READD, to add again [v] 

 

ADDEILNS ISLANDED ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ADDEILNS LANDSIDE part of plow [n -S] 

 

ADDEINOS ADENOIDS ADENOID, enlarged lymphoid growth behind pharynx [n] 

ADDEINOS ANODISED ANODISE, to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v] 

 

ADDEIORS ROADSIDE area along side of road [n -S] 

ADDEIORS SIDEROAD rural road [n -S] 

 

ADDELNOU DUODENAL DUODENUM, first portion of small intestine [adj] 

ADDELNOU UNLOADED UNLOAD, to remove load or cargo from [v] 

 

ADDELPRS PADDLERS PADDLER, one that paddles (to propel with broad-bladed implement) [n] 

ADDELPRS SPRADDLE to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADDELRSW DAWDLERS DAWDLER, one that dawdles (to waste time) [n] 

ADDELRSW WADDLERS WADDLER, one that waddles (to walk with short, swaying steps) [n] 
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ADDENPRU UNDERPAD layer of soft foam laid under carpeting [n -S] 

ADDENPRU UNDRAPED UNDRAPE, to strip of drapery [v] 

 

ADDENRST DARNDEST DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] / damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

ADDENRST STRANDED STRAND, to leave in unfavorable situation [v] 

 

ADDGILNW DAWDLING DAWDLE, to waste time [v] 

ADDGILNW WADDLING WADDLE, to walk with short, swaying steps [v] 

 

ADDLNOOW DOWNLOAD to transfer data from large computer to smaller one [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADDLNOOW WOODLAND land covered with trees [n -S] 

 

ADDNORWW DOWNWARD from higher to lower place [adv] 

ADDNORWW DRAWDOWN lowering of water level [n -S] 

 

ADEEELRS RELEASED RELEASE, to set free [v] 

ADEEELRS RESEALED RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

 

ADEEELRV LAVEERED LAVEER, to sail against wind [v] 

ADEEELRV REVEALED REVEAL, to make known [v] 

 

ADEEENTT ATTENDEE attender (one that attends (to be present at)) [n -S] 

ADEEENTT EDENTATE toothless mammal [n -S] 

 

ADEEESSW SEAWEEDS SEAWEED, plant growing in sea [n] 

ADEEESSW SEESAWED SEESAW, to move up and down or back and forth [v] 

 

ADEEFMNR ENFRAMED ENFRAME, to frame (to construct by putting together various parts) [v] 

ADEEFMNR FREEDMAN man who has been freed from slavery [n -MEN] 

 

ADEEGLNT DANEGELT danegeld (annual tax in medieval England) [n -S] 

ADEEGLNT DETANGLE to remove knots from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ADEEGMNY GANYMEDE youth who serves liquors [n -S] 

ADEEGMNY MEGADYNE unit of force [n -S] 

 

ADEEGRRU REARGUED REARGUE, to argue again [v] 

ADEEGRRU REDARGUE to disprove (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

 

ADEEGRSS DEGASSER one that degasses (to remove gas from) [n -S] 

ADEEGRSS DRESSAGE training of horse in obedience and deportment [n -S] 

 

ADEEHLRT HALTERED HALTER, to put restraint upon [v] 

ADEEHLRT LATHERED LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 
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ADEEHNRR HARDENER one that hardens (to make hard) [n -S] 

ADEEHNRR REHARDEN to harden again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADEEHNRT ADHERENT supporter (one that supports (to hold up or add strength to)) [n -S] 

ADEEHNRT NEATHERD cowherd (one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines)) [n -S] 

 

ADEEHNSS DASHEENS DASHEEN, tropical plant [n] 

ADEEHNSS ENDASHES ENDASH, mark in writing used to connect elements of compound [n] 

 

ADEEHPRS EPHEDRAS EPHEDRA, desert shrub [n] 

ADEEHPRS RESHAPED RESHAPE, to shape again [v] 

 

ADEEHPRT PREDEATH period preceding person's death [n -S] 

ADEEHPRT THREAPED THREAP, to dispute (to argue about) [v] 

 

ADEEHRRT RETHREAD to thread again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEEHRRT THREADER one that threads (to pass thread (very slender cord) through) [n -S] 

 

ADEEILMR REMAILED REMAIL, to mail again [v] 

ADEEILMR REMEDIAL intended to correct something [adj] 

 

ADEEIMRT DIAMETER straight line passing through center of circle and ending at periphery [n -S] 

ADEEIMRT DIATREME volcanic vent produced by gaseous explosions [n -S] 

 

ADEEIMST MEDIATES MEDIATE, to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement [v] 

ADEEIMST SIDEMEAT meat cut from side of pig [n -S] 

 

ADEEIMTT ADMITTEE one that is admitted [n -S] 

ADEEIMTT MEDITATE to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

ADEEINRS ARSENIDE arsenic compound [n -S] 

ADEEINRS NEARSIDE left side [n -S] 

 

ADEEINRT DETAINER unlawful withholding of another's property [n -S] 

ADEEINRT RETAINED RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

 

ADEEIPRR RAPIERED RAPIER, long, slender sword [adj] 

ADEEIPRR REPAIRED REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v] 

 

ADEEIRRS DREARIES DREARY, dismal person [n] 

ADEEIRRS RERAISED RERAISE, to raise again [v] 

 

ADEEISSS DISEASES DISEASE, to make unhealthy [v] 

ADEEISSS SEASIDES SEASIDE, seashore (land bordering on sea) [n] 
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ADEEISTV DEVIATES DEVIATE, to turn aside from course or norm [v] 

ADEEISTV SEDATIVE drug that induces calm state [n -S] 

 

ADEELLPR PEDALLER pedaler (one that pedals (to operate by means of foot levers)) [n -S] 

ADEELLPR PREDELLA base of altarpiece [n -S] 

 

ADEELLPT PALLETED PALLET, to place on platforms for storage or moving [v] 

ADEELLPT PETALLED PETAL, leaflike part of corolla [adj] 

 

ADEELLSS ALLSEEDS ALLSEED, plant having many seeds [n] 

ADEELLSS LEADLESS having no lead [adj] 

 

ADEELMNS DALESMEN DALESMAN, one living in dale [n] 

ADEELMNS LEADSMEN LEADSMAN, seaman who measures depth of water [n] 

 

ADEELMRS DEMERSAL found at bottom of sea [adj] 

ADEELMRS EMERALDS EMERALD, green gem [n] 

 

ADEELNOR OLEANDER flowering shrub [n -S] 

ADEELNOR RELOANED RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

 

ADEELNPS DEPLANES DEPLANE, to get off airplane [v] 

ADEELNPS SPALDEEN small hollow rubber ball [n -S] 

 

ADEELNSU UNLEASED not leased (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [adj] 

ADEELNSU UNSEALED UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

 

ADEELPPR LAPPERED LAPPER, to lopper (to curdle (to congeal (to change from fluid to solid))) [v] 

ADEELPPR RAPPELED RAPPEL, to descend from steep height by means of rope [v] 

 

ADEELPRT PALTERED PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

ADEELPRT REPLATED REPLATE, to plate again [v] 

 

ADEELPRY PARLEYED PARLEY, to discuss terms with enemy [v] 

ADEELPRY REPLAYED REPLAY, to play again [v] 

 

ADEEMNNR MANNERED MANNER, way of acting [adj] 

ADEEMNNR REMANNED REMAN, to furnish with fresh supply of men [v] 

 

ADEEMNOR DEMEANOR manner in which one conducts oneself [n -S] 

ADEEMNOR ENAMORED ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

 

ADEEMNRS AMENDERS AMENDER, one that amends (to improve (to make better)) [n] 

ADEEMNRS MEANDERS MEANDER, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 
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ADEEMPPR PAMPERED PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

ADEEMPPR REMAPPED REMAP, to map again [v] 

 

ADEEMPST STAMPEDE to cause to run away in headlong panic [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ADEEMPST STEPDAME stepmother [n -S] 

 

ADEEMRRS DREAMERS DREAMER, one that dreams (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [n] 

ADEEMRRS REDREAMS REDREAM, to dream again [v] 

 

ADEENOSS ADENOSES ADENOSIS, abnormal growth of glandular tissue [n] 

ADEENOSS SEASONED SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v] 

 

ADEENPTT PATENTED PATENT, to obtain patent (government grant protecting rights of inventor) on [v] 

ADEENPTT PATTENED PATTEN, shoe having thick wooden sole [adj] 

 

ADEEORRV OVERDARE to become too daring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ADEEORRV OVERDEAR too dear; too costly [adj] 

 

ADEEORVW OVERAWED OVERAWE, to subdue by inspiring awe [v] 

ADEEORVW REAVOWED REAVOW, to avow again [v] 

 

ADEEPPRR DAPPERER DAPPER, looking neat and trim [adj] 

ADEEPPRR PREPARED PREPARE, to put in proper condition or readiness [v] 

 

ADEEPRRS RESPREAD to spread again [v RESPREAD,  -ING, -S] 

ADEEPRRS SPREADER one that spreads (to open or expand over larger area) [n -S] 

 

ADEEPRRV DEPRAVER one that depraves (to corrupt in morals) [n -S] 

ADEEPRRV PERVADER one that pervades (to spread through every part of) [n -S] 

 

ADEEPRSV DEPRAVES DEPRAVE, to corrupt in morals [v] 

ADEEPRSV PERVADES PERVADE, to spread through every part of [v] 

 

ADEERSST ASSERTED ASSERT, to state positively [v] 

ADEERSST DEARESTS DEAREST, much-loved person [n] 

 

ADEERSTT RESTATED RESTATE, to state again [v] 

ADEERSTT RETASTED RETASTE, to taste again [v] 

 

ADEERSTW DEWATERS DEWATER, to remove water from [v] 

ADEERSTW TARWEEDS TARWEED, flowering plant [n] 

 

ADEFLSTU DEFAULTS DEFAULT, to fail to do something required [v] 

ADEFLSTU SULFATED SULFATE, to treat with sulfuric acid [v] 
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ADEFRRST DRAFTERS DRAFTER, one that drafts (to conscript for military service) [n] 

ADEFRRST REDRAFTS REDRAFT, to make revised copy of [v] 

 

ADEGHILT ALIGHTED ALIGHT, to come down from something [v] 

ADEGHILT GILTHEAD marine fish [n -S] 

 

ADEGHINS DEASHING DEASH, to remove ash from [v] 

ADEGHINS HEADINGS HEADING, title [n] 

 

ADEGHLNO HEADLONG rash; impetuous [adj] 

ADEGHLNO LONGHEAD person having long skull [n -S] 

 

ADEGILLR GLADLIER GLADLY, in glad (feeling pleasure) manner [adv] 

ADEGILLR GRILLADE dish of grilled meat [n -S] 

 

ADEGILMN MALIGNED MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

ADEGILMN MEDALING MEDAL, to honor with medal (commemorative piece of metal) [v] 

 

ADEGILNP PEDALING PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

ADEGILNP PLEADING allegation in legal action [n -S] / PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

 

ADEGILNR DANGLIER DANGLY, dangling [adj] 

ADEGILNR DRAGLINE line used for dragging [n -S] 

 

ADEGIMPS MEDIGAPS MEDIGAP, supplemental health insurance [n] 

ADEGIMPS MISPAGED MISPAGE, to page (to summon by calling out name of) incorrectly [v] 

 

ADEGINOS AGONISED AGONISE, to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v] 

ADEGINOS DIAGNOSE to recognize disease by its signs and symptoms [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

ADEGINST SEDATING SEDATE, to administer sedative to [v] 

ADEGINST STEADING small farm [n -S] / STEAD, to be of advantage to [v] 

 

ADEGLLNU GLANDULE small gland [n -S] 

ADEGLLNU UNGALLED not galled (to vex or irritate) [adj] 

 

ADEGLNOS DONEGALS DONEGAL, type of tweed (coarse woolen fabric) [n] 

ADEGLNOS SLOGANED SLOGAN, motto adopted by group [adj] 

 

ADEGLNRS DANGLERS DANGLER, one that dangles (to hang loosely) [n] 

ADEGLNRS GLANDERS disease of horses [n -S] 

 

ADEGNRST DRAGNETS DRAGNET, net for trawling [n] 

ADEGNRST GRANDEST GRAND, large and impressive [adj] 
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ADEGOPRR DRAGROPE rope used for dragging [n -S] 

ADEGOPRR PROGRADE pertaining to orbital motion of body [adj] 

 

ADEGORSW DOWAGERS DOWAGER, dignified elderly woman [n] 

ADEGORSW WORDAGES WORDAGE, number of words used [n] 

 

ADEGORTU OUTRAGED OUTRAGE, to arouse anger or resentment in [v] 

ADEGORTU RAGOUTED RAGOUT, to make into highly seasoned stew [v] 

 

ADEGRSSU DESUGARS DESUGAR, to remove sugar from [v] 

ADEGRSSU GRADUSES GRADUS, dictionary of prosody [n] 

 

ADEHHOST HEADSHOT photograph of person from neck up [n -S] 

ADEHHOST HOTHEADS HOTHEAD, quick-tempered person [n] 

 

ADEHIMRS MISHEARD MISHEAR, to hear (to perceive by ear) incorrectly [v] 

ADEHIMRS SEMIHARD moderately hard [adj] 

 

ADEHINSS DANISHES DANISH, pastry of raised dough [n] 

ADEHINSS SHANDIES SHANDY, alcoholic drink [n] 

 

ADEHIRSS AIRSHEDS AIRSHED, air supply of given region [n] 

ADEHIRSS RADISHES RADISH, pungent, edible root [n] 

 

ADEHIRSW DISHWARE tableware used in serving food [n -S] 

ADEHIRSW RAWHIDES RAWHIDE, to beat with type of whip [v] 

 

ADEHISST DASHIEST DASHY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

ADEHISST SHADIEST SHADY, shaded [adj] 

 

ADEHLLOO HALLOOED HALLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

ADEHLLOO HOLLOAED HOLLOA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

 

ADEHLNSS HANDLESS having no hands [adj] 

ADEHLNSS HANDSELS HANDSEL, to give gift to [v] 

 

ADEHMNOT METHADON narcotic drug [n -S] 

ADEHMNOT THANEDOM domain of thane [n -S] 

 

ADEHNORV HANDOVER instance of giving up control [n -S] 

ADEHNORV OVERHAND to sew with short, vertical stitches [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADEHNPSU UNHASPED UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

ADEHNPSU UNSHAPED not shaped (to give shape (outward form) to) [adj] 
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ADEHORTU AUTHORED AUTHOR, to write (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument) [v] 

ADEHORTU OUTHEARD OUTHEAR, to surpass in hearing [v] 

 

ADEIILMS IDEALISM pursuit of noble goals [n -S] 

ADEIILMS MILADIES MILADY, English gentlewoman [n] 

 

ADEIIMNS AMIDINES AMIDINE, type of chemical compound [n] 

ADEIIMNS DIAMINES DIAMINE, chemical compound [n] 

 

ADEIINST ADENITIS inflammation of lymph node [n -ES] 

ADEIINST DAINTIES DAINTY, something delicious [n] 

 

ADEIKLNS KNAIDELS KNAIDEL, type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n] 

ADEIKLNS SANDLIKE resembling sand [adj] 

 

ADEILLPR PALLIDER PALLID, pale (lacking intensity of color) [adj] 

ADEILLPR PILLARED PILLAR, to provide with vertical building supports [v] 

 

ADEILLRS DALLIERS DALLIER, one that dallies (to waste time) [n] 

ADEILLRS DIALLERS DIALLER, dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n] 

 

ADEILMNY MAIDENLY MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [adj] 

ADEILMNY MEDIANLY medially (in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner) [adv] 

 

ADEILMPS IMPLEADS IMPLEAD, to sue in court of law [v] 

ADEILMPS MISPLEAD to plead wrongly or falsely [v -ED, -LED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADEILMSS MISDEALS MISDEAL, to deal cards incorrectly [v] 

ADEILMSS MISLEADS MISLEAD, to lead astray [v] 

 

ADEILMST MEDALIST person to whom medal has been awarded [n -S] 

ADEILMST MISDEALT MISDEAL, to deal cards incorrectly [v] 

 

ADEILNNS ANNELIDS ANNELID, any of phylum of segmented worms [n] 

ADEILNNS LINDANES LINDANE, insecticide [n] 

 

ADEILORT IDOLATER one that worships idols [n -S] 

ADEILORT TAILORED TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

 

ADEILOSS ASSOILED ASSOIL, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

ADEILOSS ISOLEADS ISOLEAD, line on ballistic graph [n] 

 

ADEILOSZ DIAZOLES DIAZOLE, chemical compound [n] 

ADEILOSZ SLEAZOID person of low morals or character [n -S] 
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ADEILOTV DOVETAIL to fit together closely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADEILOTV VIOLATED VIOLATE, to break or disregard terms or requirements of [v] 

 

ADEILPRT DIPTERAL having two rows or columns [adj] 

ADEILPRT TRIPEDAL having three feet [adj] 

 

ADEILTTU ALTITUDE vertical elevation of object above given level [n -S] 

ADEILTTU LATITUDE freedom from narrow restrictions [n -S] 

 

ADEIMPRT IMPARTED IMPART, to make known [v] 

ADEIMPRT PREADMIT to admit beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

 

ADEIMRSS MISREADS MISREAD, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) incorrectly [v] 

ADEIMRSS SIDEARMS SIDEARM, to pitch ball at or below shoulder level [v] 

 

ADEIMRST MISRATED MISRATE, to rate (to estimate value of) incorrectly [v] 

ADEIMRST READMITS READMIT, to admit again [v] 

 

ADEIMSST DIASTEMS DIASTEM, interruption in deposition of sediment [n] 

ADEIMSST MISDATES MISDATE, to date (to determine or record date of) incorrectly [v] 

 

ADEINNOT ANOINTED ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

ADEINNOT ANTINODE region between adjacent nodes [n -S] 

 

ADEINORR ORDAINER one that ordains (to invest with holy authority) [n -S] 

ADEINORR REORDAIN to ordain again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADEINORS ANEROIDS ANEROID, type of barometer [n] 

ADEINORS ANODISER anodizer (one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means)) [n -S] 

 

ADEINOST ASTONIED ASTONY, to astonish (to fill with sudden wonder or surprise) [v] 

ADEINOST SEDATION reduction of stress or excitement by use of sedatives [n -S] 

 

ADEINOTT ANTIDOTE to counteract effects of poison with remedy [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ADEINOTT TETANOID TETANUS, infectious disease [adj] 

 

ADEINPRU UNPAIRED not paired (to arrange in sets of two) [adj] 

ADEINPRU UNREPAID not repaid (to pay back) [adj] 

 

ADEINRRS DRAINERS DRAINER, one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n] 

ADEINRRS SERRANID marine fish [n -S] 

 

ADEINRSS ARIDNESS aridity (state of being arid (extremely dry)) [n -ES] 

ADEINRSS SARDINES SARDINE, to pack tightly [v] 
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ADEINSST DESTAINS DESTAIN, to remove stain from [v] 

ADEINSST SANDIEST SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

 

ADEINSTU AUDIENTS AUDIENT, one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n] 

ADEINSTU SINUATED SINUATE, to curve in and out [v] 

 

ADEIOPRS DIASPORE mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ADEIOPRS PARODIES PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

 

ADEIORSV AVODIRES AVODIRE, African tree [n] 

ADEIORSV AVOIDERS AVOIDER, one that avoids (to keep away from) [n] 

 

ADEIPRST RAPIDEST RAPID, fast-moving [adj] 

ADEIPRST TRAIPSED TRAIPSE, to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v] 

 

ADEIPRTU EUPATRID aristocrat of ancient Athens [n -AE, -S] 

ADEIPRTU PREAUDIT audit made prior to final settlement of transaction [n -S] 

 

ADEIRSSU RADIUSES RADIUS, straight line from center of circle to circumference [n] / RADIUS, to give rounded form to [v] 

ADEIRSSU SUDARIES SUDARY, sudarium (cloth for wiping face) [n] 

 

ADEIRSSV ADVISERS ADVISER, one that advises (to give advice to) [n] 

ADEIRSSV DISSAVER one that dissaves (to use savings for current expenses) [n -S] 

 

ADEIRSTT STRIATED STRIATE, to mark with striae [v] 

ADEIRSTT TARDIEST TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adj] 

 

ADEIRTTT ATTRITED ATTRITE, to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v] 

ADEIRTTT TITRATED TITRATE, to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v] 

 

ADEISSST ASSISTED ASSIST, to give aid or support to [v] 

ADEISSST DISSEATS DISSEAT, to unseat (to remove from seat) [v] 

 

ADEISSTT DISTASTE to dislike (to regard with aversion) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ADEISSTT STAIDEST STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

 

ADEISSWY SIDEWAYS toward or from one side [adv] 

ADEISSWY WAYSIDES WAYSIDE, side of road [n] 

 

ADEJRSTU ADJUSTER one that adjusts (to bring to more satisfactory state) [n -S] 

ADEJRSTU READJUST to adjust again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ADELLMRU MEDULLAR MEDULLA, central tissue in stems of certain plants [adj] 

ADELLMRU MURALLED MURAL, painting applied directly to wall or ceiling [adj] 
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ADELLOTT ALLOTTED ALLOT, to give as share or portion [v] 

ADELLOTT TOTALLED TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of [v] 

 

ADELNORS LADRONES LADRONE, thief (one that steals (to take without right or permission)) [n] 

ADELNORS SOLANDER protective box for library materials [n -S] 

 

ADELNORU EUROLAND eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S] 

ADELNORU UNLOADER one that unloads (to remove load or cargo from) [n -S] 

 

ADELNPSY DYSPNEAL DYSPNEA, labored breathing [adj] 

ADELNPSY ENDPLAYS ENDPLAY, to force (opponent in bridge) to lead [v] 

 

ADELNRSU LAUNDERS LAUNDER, to wash clothes [v] 

ADELNRSU LURDANES LURDANE, lurdan (lazy or stupid person) [n] 

 

ADELOPRS LEOPARDS LEOPARD, large, carnivorous feline mammal [n] 

ADELOPRS PRELOADS PRELOAD, to load beforehand [v] 

 

ADELRSSW WARDLESS having no ward (part of lock casing) [adj] 

ADELRSSW WRASSLED WRASSLE, to wrastle (to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [v] 

 

ADELRSTW WARSTLED WARSTLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

ADELRSTW WRASTLED WRASTLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

 

ADEMNORS MADRONES MADRONE, madrona (evergreen tree) [n] 

ADEMNORS RANSOMED RANSOM, to obtain release of by paying demanded price [v] 

 

ADEMNRRU UNDERARM armpit (hollow under arm at shoulder) [n -S] 

ADEMNRRU UNMARRED not marred (to detract from perfection or wholeness of) [adj] 

 

ADENOPSS DAPSONES DAPSONE, medicinal substance [n] 

ADENOPSS SPADONES SPADO, castrated man or animal [n] 

 

ADENORRS ADORNERS ADORNER, one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n] 

ADENORRS READORNS READORN, to adorn again [v] 

 

ADENPSSY DYSPNEAS DYSPNEA, labored breathing [n] 

ADENPSSY SYNAPSED SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v] 

 

ADENRSST DARNESTS DARNEST, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n] 

ADENRSST STANDERS STANDER, one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n] 

 

ADENSTTU UNSTATED UNSTATE, to deprive of status [v] 

ADENSTTU UNTASTED not tasted (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [adj] 
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ADENSTUY UNSTAYED not secured with ropes or wires [adj] 

ADENSTUY UNSTEADY not steady (firm in position) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] / to make not firm or stable [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

 

ADEORSST ASSORTED ASSORT, to distribute into groups according to kind or class [v] 

ADEORSST TORSADES TORSADE, twisted cord [n] 

 

ADEORTTU OUTRATED OUTRATE, to surpass in rating [v] 

ADEORTTU OUTTRADE to get better of in trade [v -D, -DING, -S] 

 

ADFHLNSU HANDFULS HANDFUL, as much as hand can hold [n] 

ADFHLNSU HANDSFUL HANDFUL, as much as hand can hold [n] 

 

ADGIILNS DIALINGS DIALING, measurement of time by sundials [n] 

ADGIILNS GLIADINS GLIADIN, simple protein [n] 

 

ADGILNNS LANDINGS LANDING, place for discharging or taking on passengers or cargo [n] 

ADGILNNS SANDLING marine fish [n -S] 

 

ADGILOST DOGSTAIL grass with spiky flower heads [n -S] 

ADGILOST DOGTAILS DOGTAIL, type of grass [n] 

 

ADGINRSW DRAWINGS DRAWING, portrayal in lines of form or figure [n] 

ADGINRSW SWARDING SWARD, to cover with turf [v] 

 

ADGLNOOS DONGOLAS DONGOLA, type of leather [n] 

ADGLNOOS GONDOLAS GONDOLA, long, narrow boat [n] 

 

ADGNOORS DRAGOONS DRAGOON, to harass by use of troops [v] 

ADGNOORS GADROONS GADROON, to decorate with bands of fluted or reeded molding [v] 

 

ADHILOPS HAPLOIDS HAPLOID, cell having only one set of chromosomes [n] 

ADHILOPS SHIPLOAD as much as ship can carry [n -S] 

 

ADHILOSY HOLIDAYS HOLIDAY, to take vacation [v] 

ADHILOSY HYALOIDS HYALOID, membrane of eye [n] 

 

ADHNOSTU HANDOUTS HANDOUT, something given out free [n] 

ADHNOSTU THOUSAND number [n -S] 

 

ADHOPRST HARDTOPS HARDTOP, type of car (automobile) [n] 

ADHOPRST POTSHARD potsherd (fragment of broken pottery) [n -S] 

 

ADILMNRS MANDRILS MANDRIL, mandrel (shaft on which tool is mounted) [n] 

ADILMNRS RIMLANDS RIMLAND, outlying area [n] 
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ADILMOPS DIPLOMAS DIPLOMA, certificate of academic degree [n] / DIPLOMA, to furnish with diploma [v] 

ADILMOPS PLASMOID type of high energy particle [n -S] 

 

ADILOORT IDOLATOR idolater (one that worships idols) [n -S] 

ADILOORT TOROIDAL TOROID, type of geometric surface [adj] 

 

ADILOPRT DIOPTRAL DIOPTER, measure of refractive power [adj] 

ADILOPRT TRIPODAL TRIPOD, stand having three legs [adj] 

 

ADIMMNOS MONADISM philosophical doctrine [n -S] 

ADIMMNOS NOMADISM mode of life of nomad [n -S] 

 

ADINOPST PINTADOS PINTADO, large food fish [n] 

ADINOPST SATINPOD flowering plant [n -S] 

 

ADINORST DIATRONS DIATRON, circuitry design that uses diodes [n] 

ADINORST INTRADOS inner curve of arch [n -ES] 

 

ADINPSST SANDPITS SANDPIT, pit dug in sandy soil [n] 

ADINPSST SANDSPIT small point of land created by sand dunes [n -S] 

 

ADIOPRST PARODIST one who parodies [n -S] 

ADIOPRST PAROTIDS PAROTID, salivary gland [n] 

 

ADKLOORW WOODLARK songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

ADKLOORW WORKLOAD amount of work assigned to employee [n -S] 

 

ADKORSWY DAYWORKS DAYWORK, work done on daily basis [n] 

ADKORSWY WORKDAYS WORKDAY, day on which work is done [n] 

 

ADLMOORS LORDOMAS LORDOMA, lordosis (curvature of spinal column) [n] 

ADLMOORS MALODORS MALODOR, offensive odor [n] 

 

ADLNOPWY DOWNPLAY to de-emphasize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ADLNOPWY PLAYDOWN playoff (series of games played to determine championship) [n -S] 

 

ADMNORSW SANDWORM sand-dwelling worm [n -S] 

ADMNORSW SWORDMAN one skilled in use of sword [n -MEN] 

 

ADMORSST STARDOMS STARDOM, status of preeminent performer [n] 

ADMORSST TSARDOMS TSARDOM, czardom (domain of czar) [n] 

 

ADMRSSTU DURMASTS DURMAST, European oak [n] 

ADMRSSTU MUSTARDS MUSTARD, pungent seasoning [n] 
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ADNORTUW OUTDRAWN OUTDRAW, to attract larger audience than [v] 

ADNORTUW UNTOWARD unruly (difficult to control) [adj] 

 

ADNOSTTU OUTSTAND to endure beyond [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

ADNOSTTU STANDOUT one that shows marked superiority [n -S] 

 

ADORSTUW OUTDRAWS OUTDRAW, to attract larger audience than [v] 

ADORSTUW OUTWARDS outward (toward outside) [adv] 

 

AEEEGNRT GENERATE to bring into existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEEEGNRT TEENAGER person between ages of thirteen and nineteen [n -S] 

 

AEEELNRV LEAVENER one that has tempering influence [n -S] 

AEEELNRV VENEREAL involving genital organs [adj] 

 

AEEENRTV ENERVATE to deprive of strength or vitality [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEEENRTV VENERATE to revere (to regard with great respect) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEEERSST ESTERASE type of enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

AEEERSST TESSERAE TESSERA, small square used in mosaic work [n] 

 

AEEFLLST FELLATES FELLATE, to perform fellatio [v] 

AEEFLLST LEAFLETS LEAFLET, to distribute printed sheets of paper [v] 

 

AEEFLMSS FAMELESS not famous (well-known) [adj] 

AEEFLMSS SELFSAME identical [adj] 

 

AEEGHRRT GATHERER one that gathers (to bring together into one place or group) [n -S] 

AEEGHRRT REGATHER to gather again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEGILLS GALILEES GALILEE, type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n] 

AEEGILLS LEGALISE to legalize (to make lawful) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AEEGILMS GELSEMIA medicinal plant roots [n GELSEMIA] 

AEEGILMS MILEAGES MILEAGE, total distance expressed in miles [n] 

 

AEEGILNS ENSILAGE to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

AEEGILNS LINEAGES LINEAGE, direct descent from ancestor [n] 

 

AEEGINRS ANERGIES ANERGY, lack of energy [n] 

AEEGINRS GESNERIA designating type of flowering plant [adj] 

 

AEEGINRT GRATINEE to cook food that is covered with crust [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEEGINRT INTERAGE including persons of various ages [adj] 
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AEEGINSS AGENESIS absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n -SES] 

AEEGINSS ASSIGNEE one to whom property or right is legally transferred [n -S] 

 

AEEGINTV AGENTIVE word part that denotes doer of action [n -S] 

AEEGINTV NEGATIVE to veto (to forbid or prevent authoritatively) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

 

AEEGLMRY MEAGERLY MEAGER, deficient in quantity or quality [adv] 

AEEGLMRY MEAGRELY MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adv] 

 

AEEGMMST GEMMATES GEMMATE, to produce gemmae [v] 

AEEGMMST TAGMEMES TAGMEME, smallest unit of meaningful grammatical relation [n] 

 

AEEGMRST GAMESTER gambler (one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables)) [n -S] 

AEEGMRST MEAGREST MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

 

AEEGMSSS MEGASSES MEGASS, bagasse (crushed sugarcane) [n] / MEGASSE [n] 

AEEGMSSS MESSAGES MESSAGE, to send as message (oral, written, or signaled communication) [v] 

 

AEEGNRSV AVENGERS AVENGER, one that avenges (to exact retribution for) [n] 

AEEGNRSV ENGRAVES ENGRAVE, to form by incision [v] 

 

AEEGPRSS ASPERGES Roman Catholic rite [n ASPERGES] 

AEEGPRSS PRESAGES PRESAGE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

 

AEEHHNST ENSHEATH to ensheathe (to enclose in sheath) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEEHHNST HEATHENS HEATHEN, uncivilized person [n] 

 

AEEHHRST HEATHERS HEATHER, evergreen shrub [n] 

AEEHHRST SHEATHER one that sheathes (to put into protective case) [n -S] 

 

AEEHIMNT HEMATEIN chemical compound [n -S] 

AEEHIMNT HEMATINE hematin (heme (component of hemoglobin)) [n -S] 

 

AEEHIRRT EARTHIER EARTHY, composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth [adj] 

AEEHIRRT HEARTIER HEARTY, very friendly [adj] 

 

AEEHKNRR HANKERER one that hankers (to long for) [n -S] 

AEEHKNRR HARKENER one that harkens (to hearken (to listen to)) [n -S] 

 

AEEHLMNW WHALEMEN WHALEMAN, whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n] 

AEEHLMNW WHEELMAN helmsman (one that steers ship) [n -MEN] 

 

AEEHLORS ARSEHOLE offensive word [n -S] 

AEEHLORS EARHOLES EARHOLE, external opening of ear [n] 
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AEEHLRST HALTERES HALTERE, pair of wings of insect [n] 

AEEHLRST LEATHERS LEATHER, to cover with leather (dressed or tanned hide of animal) [v] 

 

AEEHMMRR HAMMERER one that hammers (to strike repeatedly) [n -S] 

AEEHMMRR REHAMMER to hammer again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEHNRST HASTENER one that hastens (to hurry (to move swiftly)) [n -S] 

AEEHNRST HEARTENS HEARTEN, to give courage to [v] 

 

AEEHNRTW WATERHEN American coot [n -S] 

AEEHNRTW WREATHEN WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

 

AEEHNSTW ENSWATHE to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

AEEHNSTW WHEATENS WHEATEN, pale yellowish color [n] 

 

AEEHORSS SEAHORSE fish of pipefish family [n -S] 

AEEHORSS SEASHORE land bordering on sea [n -S] 

 

AEEHORTV OVERHATE to hate to excess [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEEHORTV OVERHEAT to heat to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEHPRRS REPHRASE to phrase again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AEEHPRRS RESHAPER one that reshapes something [n -S] 

 

AEEHRSTW WEATHERS WEATHER, to expose to atmospheric conditions [v] 

AEEHRSTW WREATHES WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

 

AEEIKLVW LAKEVIEW overlooking lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 

AEEIKLVW WAVELIKE resembling wave [adj] 

 

AEEILMNT LINEMATE hockey player on same line as another [n -S] 

AEEILMNT MELANITE black variety of garnet [n -S] 

 

AEEILMST MEALIEST MEALY, soft, dry, and friable [adj] 

AEEILMST METALISE to metalize (to treat with metal) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AEEILNPS PENALISE to penalize (to subject to penalty) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AEEILNPS SEPALINE SEPAL, one of individual leaves of calyx [adj] 

 

AEEILNPT PETALINE resembling petal (leaflike part of corolla) [adj] 

AEEILNPT TAPELINE tape for measuring distances [n -S] 

 

AEEILPRS ESPALIER to furnish with trellis [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEEILPRS PEARLIES teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n -S] 
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AEEILRSZ REALIZES REALIZE, to understand completely [v] 

AEEILRSZ SLEAZIER SLEAZY, of low quality or character [adj] 

 

AEEILRTT LATERITE type of soil [n -S] 

AEEILRTT LITERATE one who can read and write [n -S] 

 

AEEILRTV LEVIRATE custom of marrying widow of one's brother [n -S] 

AEEILRTV RELATIVE one who is connected with another by blood or marriage [n -S] 

 

AEEILRVW LIVEWARE working personnel [n -S] 

AEEILRVW REVIEWAL act of reviewing (to view again) [n -S] 

 

AEEIMSSS MISEASES MISEASE, discomfort [n] 

AEEIMSSS SIAMESES SIAMESE, water pipe with connection for two hoses [n] 

 

AEEIMSST SEAMIEST SEAMY, unpleasant (not pleasant (pleasing)) [adj] 

AEEIMSST STEAMIES STEAMIE, steamed hot dog [n] 

 

AEEINSST ETESIANS ETESIAN, annually recurring wind [n] 

AEEINSST TENIASES TENIASIS, infestation with tapeworms [n] 

 

AEEIPRRR RARERIPE fruit that ripens early [n -S] 

AEEIPRRR REPAIRER one that repairs (to restore to good condition) [n -S] 

 

AEEKMRRT MARKETER one that markets (to offer for sale) [n -S] 

AEEKMRRT REMARKET to market again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEKNRSW REWAKENS REWAKEN, to waken again [v] 

AEEKNRSW WAKENERS WAKENER, one that wakens (to wake (to rouse from sleep)) [n] 

 

AEEKORTV OVERTAKE to catch up with [v -TOOK, -N, -KING, -S] 

AEEKORTV TAKEOVER act of assuming control [n -S] 

 

AEEKPRSS RESPEAKS RESPEAK, to speak again [v] 

AEEKPRSS SPEAKERS SPEAKER, one that speaks (to utter words) [n] 

 

AEEKRRST RETAKERS RETAKER, one that retakes (to take back) [n] 

AEEKRRST STREAKER one that streaks (to cover with streaks (long, narrow marks)) [n -S] 

 

AEELLPTT PALLETTE piece of armor protecting armpit [n -S] 

AEELLPTT PLATELET small, flattened body [n -S] 

 

AEELLSWY WALLEYES WALLEYE, eye having white cornea [n] 

AEELLSWY WEASELLY resembling weasel (small carnivorous mammal) [adj] 
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AEELMPRS EMPALERS EMPALER, one that empales (to impale (to pierce with pointed object)) [n] 

AEELMPRS RESAMPLE to sample again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

AEELMPTT PALMETTE type of ornament [n -S] 

AEELMPTT TEMPLATE pattern used as guide in making something [n -S] 

 

AEELNPSS PALENESS quality of being pale (lacking intensity of color) [n -ES] 

AEELNPSS PANELESS lacking panes (sheet of glass for window) [adj] 

 

AEELNRRS LEARNERS LEARNER, one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n] 

AEELNRRS RELEARNS RELEARN, to learn again [v] 

 

AEELNRST ETERNALS ETERNAL, something lasting forever [n] 

AEELNRST TELERANS TELERAN, system of air navigation [n] 

 

AEELNRTV LEVANTER easterly Mediterranean wind [n -S] 

AEELNRTV RELEVANT pertaining to matter at hand [adj] 

 

AEELORTV ELEVATOR one that elevates (to raise (to move to higher position)) [n -S] 

AEELORTV OVERLATE too late [adj] 

 

AEELPRRS PEARLERS PEARLER, one that dives for pearls [n] 

AEELPRRS RELAPSER one that relapses (to fall or slip back into former state) [n -S] 

 

AEELPRRT PALTERER one that palters (to talk or act insincerely) [n -S] 

AEELPRRT PREALTER to alter beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEMMRST AMMETERS AMMETER, instrument for measuring amperage [n] 

AEEMMRST METAMERS METAMER, type of chemical compound [n] 

 

AEEMNPRS PRENAMES PRENAME, forename (first name) [n] 

AEEMNPRS SPEARMEN SPEARMAN, person armed with spear [n] 

 

AEEMRRST REMASTER to master again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEEMRRST STREAMER long, narrow flag [n -S] 

 

AEEMRSSU MEASURES MEASURE, to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of [v] 

AEEMRSSU REASSUME to assume again [v -D, -MING, -S] 

 

AEENORSS RESEASON to season again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEENORSS SEASONER one that seasons (to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients) [n -S] 

 

AEENORST EARSTONE otolith (hard mass that forms in inner ear) [n -S] 

AEENORST RESONATE to resound (to make loud, long, or echoing sound) [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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AEENORTV OVERNEAT too neat [adj] 

AEENORTV RENOVATE to make like new [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEENRRTT NATTERER one that natters (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n -S] 

AEENRRTT RATTENER one that rattens (to harass (to bother persistently)) [n -S] 

 

AEENRSTT ENTREATS ENTREAT, to ask for earnestly [v] 

AEENRSTT RATTEENS RATTEEN, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

 

AEENRSTV RAVENEST RAVEN, glossy black [adj] 

AEENRSTV VETERANS VETERAN, former member of armed forces [n] 

 

AEEOPRST OPERATES OPERATE, to perform function [v] 

AEEOPRST PROTEASE enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

 

AEEPPRST PREPASTE to paste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEEPPRST PRETAPES PRETAPE, to tape beforehand [v] 

 

AEEPRRSS ASPERSER one that asperses (to spread false charges against) [n -S] 

AEEPRRSS SPEARERS SPEARER, one that spears (to pierce with spear (long, pointed weapon)) [n] 

 

AEEPRRTT PATTERER one that patters (to talk glibly or rapidly) [n -S] 

AEEPRRTT PRETREAT to treat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEEPRSSS ASPERSES ASPERSE, to spread false charges against [v] 

AEEPRSSS REPASSES REPASS, to pass again [v] 

 

AEEPRSTT PEARTEST PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

AEEPRSTT PRETASTE to taste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEERRRST ARRESTER one that arrests (to seize and hold by legal authority) [n -S] 

AEERRRST REARREST to arrest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEERRSSU ERASURES ERASURE, act of erasing (to rub or scrape out) [n] 

AEERRSSU REASSURE to assure again [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

AEERRSTT RETREATS RETREAT, to go back or backward [v] 

AEERRSTT TREATERS TREATER, one that treats (to behave in particular way toward) [n] 

 

AEERRSTU AUSTERER AUSTERE, grave in disposition or appearance [adj] 

AEERRSTU TREASURE to value highly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

AEERRSTV AVERTERS AVERTER, one that averts (to turn away) [n] 

AEERRSTV TRAVERSE to pass across or through [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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AEFFGIRS GIRAFFES GIRAFFE, long-necked mammal [n] 

AEFFGIRS RIFFAGES RIFFAGE, series of musical phrases [n] 

 

AEFFGRSU GAUFFERS GAUFFER, to goffer (to press ridges or pleats into) [v] 

AEFFGRSU SUFFRAGE right to vote [n -S] 

 

AEFFHIKY KAFFIYEH large, square kerchief [n -S] 

AEFFHIKY KEFFIYAH kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

 

AEFFIMRR AFFIRMER one that affirms (to state positively) [n -S] 

AEFFIMRR REAFFIRM to affirm again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEFFLSTU FEASTFUL festive (of or befitting festival) [adj] 

AEFFLSTU SUFFLATE to inflate (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEFFRSST RESTAFFS RESTAFF, to staff again [v] 

AEFFRSST STAFFERS STAFFER, member of staff [n] 

 

AEFGIRTU FIGURATE having definite shape [adj] 

AEFGIRTU FRUITAGE process of bearing fruit [n -S] 

 

AEFGRRST GRAFTERS GRAFTER, one that grafts (to unite with growing plant by insertion) [n] 

AEFGRRST REGRAFTS REGRAFT, to graft again [v] 

 

AEFIILST FETIALIS fetial (priest of ancient Rome) [n -S] 

AEFIILST FILIATES FILIATE, to bring into close association [v] 

 

AEFIIRRS FRIARIES FRIARY, monastery of friars [n] 

AEFIIRRS RARIFIES RARIFY, to rarefy (to make less dense) [v] 

 

AEFIIRST FAIRIEST FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling fairy [adj] 

AEFIIRST RATIFIES RATIFY, to approve and sanction formally [v] 

 

AEFILMNR INFLAMER one that inflames (to set on fire) [n -S] 

AEFILMNR RIFLEMAN soldier armed with rifle (type of firearm) [n -MEN] 

 

AEFILMNS FLAMINES FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

AEFILMNS INFLAMES INFLAME, to set on fire [v] 

 

AEFILRTU FAULTIER FAULTY, imperfect [adj] 

AEFILRTU FILATURE reeling of silk from cocoons [n -S] 

 

AEFILSTW FLATWISE with flat side in particular position [adv] 

AEFILSTW FLAWIEST FLAWY, full of flaws [adj] 
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AEFINPRS FIREPANS FIREPAN, open pan for holding live coals [n] 

AEFINPRS PANFRIES PANFRY, to fry in frying pan [v] 

 

AEFINRSS FAIRNESS quality of being fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) [n -ES] 

AEFINRSS SANSERIF typeface without serifs [n -S] 

 

AEFLMORU FORMULAE FORMULA, exact method for doing something [n] 

AEFLMORU FUMAROLE hole from which volcanic vapors issue [n -S] 

 

AEFLNRSU FLANEURS FLANEUR, idler (one that idles (to pass time idly)) [n] 

AEFLNRSU FUNERALS FUNERAL, ceremony held for dead person [n] 

 

AEFLSSTU FLATUSES FLATUS, intestinal gas [n] 

AEFLSSTU SULFATES SULFATE, to treat with sulfuric acid [v] 

 

AEFMORST FOREMAST forward mast of ship [n -S] 

AEFMORST FORMATES FORMATE, chemical salt [n] 

 

AEGGILNN ANGELING ANGEL, to support financially [v] 

AEGGILNN GLEANING something that is gleaned [n -S] / GLEAN, to gather little by little [v] 

 

AEGGILNT GELATING GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly) [v] 

AEGGILNT LEGATING LEGATE, to bequeath (to grant by testament) [v] 

 

AEGGINNR ANGERING ANGER, to make angry [v] 

AEGGINNR ENRAGING ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

 

AEGGINNT AGENTING business or activities of agent [n -S] / AGENT, to act as representative for [v] 

AEGGINNT NEGATING NEGATE, to nullify (to make useless or ineffective) [v] 

 

AEGGISST SAGGIEST SAGGY, characterized by sagging [adj] 

AEGGISST STAGGIES STAGGIE, colt (young male horse) [n] 

 

AEGGRSST GAGSTERS GAGSTER, gagman (one who writes jokes) [n] 

AEGGRSST STAGGERS STAGGER, to walk or stand unsteadily [v] 

 

AEGHILNR NARGHILE hookah (water pipe) [n -S] 

AEGHILNR NARGILEH narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n -S] 

 

AEGHILRT LITHARGE monoxide of lead [n -S] 

AEGHILRT THIRLAGE obligation requiring feudal tenants to grind grain at certain mill [n -S] 

 

AEGHINST GAHNITES GAHNITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AEGHINST HEATINGS HEATING, act of making something hot [n] 
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AEGHNOPT HEPTAGON seven-sided polygon [n -S] 

AEGHNOPT PATHOGEN any disease-producing organism [n -S] 

 

AEGHNORV HANGOVER physical effects following drinking binge [n -S] 

AEGHNORV OVERHANG to hang or project over [v -HUNG, -ING, -S] 

 

AEGIIMNR IMAGINER one that imagines (to form mental picture of) [n -S] 

AEGIIMNR MIGRAINE severe headache [n -S] 

 

AEGIKLNS LINKAGES LINKAGE, act of linking (to connect (to join together)) [n] 

AEGIKLNS SNAGLIKE resembling snag [adj] 

 

AEGIKNRW REWAKING REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

AEGIKNRW WREAKING WREAK, to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose) [v] 

 

AEGILLNS GALLEINS GALLEIN, green dye [n] 

AEGILLNS NIGELLAS NIGELLA, annual herb [n] 

 

AEGILLPS PILLAGES PILLAGE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

AEGILLPS SPILLAGE something that is spilled [n -S] 

 

AEGILMMR AGLIMMER glimmering [adj] 

AEGILMMR GLAMMIER GLAMMY, glam (characterized by extravagant glamor) [adj] 

 

AEGILNNS EANLINGS EANLING, yeanling (young of sheep or goat) [n] 

AEGILNNS LEANINGS LEANING, tendency (inclination to act or think in particular way) [n] 

 

AEGILNNT GANTLINE rope on ship [n -S] 

AEGILNNT LATENING LATEN, to become late [v] 

 

AEGILNOR GERANIOL alcohol used in perfumes [n -S] 

AEGILNOR REGIONAL something that serves as region [n -S] 

 

AEGILNOT GELATION process of gelling [n -S] 

AEGILNOT LEGATION sending of official envoy [n -S] 

 

AEGILNPR GRAPLINE graplin (grapnel (type of anchor)) [n -S] 

AEGILNPR PEARLING PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

 

AEGILNPS ELAPSING ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

AEGILNPS PLEASING PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

 

AEGILNSV LEAVINGS LEAVING, leftover (unused or unconsumed portion) [n] 

AEGILNSV SLEAVING SLEAVE, to separate into filaments [v] 
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AEGILOST LATIGOES LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n] 

AEGILOST OTALGIES OTALGY, otalgia (pain in ear) [n] 

 

AEGIMNRT EMIGRANT one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n -S] 

AEGIMNRT REMATING REMATE, to mate again [v] 

 

AEGIMNTU TEGUMINA TEGUMEN, tegmen (covering (something that covers (cover))) [n] 

AEGIMNTU UMANGITE mineral consisting of copper selenide [n -S] 

 

AEGINNPS SNEAPING SNEAP, to chide (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [v] 

AEGINNPS SPEANING SPEAN, to wean (to withhold mother's milk from and substitute other nourishment) [v] 

 

AEGINNST ANTIGENS ANTIGEN, substance that stimulates production of antibodies [n] 

AEGINNST GENTIANS GENTIAN, flowering plant [n] 

 

AEGINNSU GUANINES GUANINE, chemical compound [n] 

AEGINNSU SANGUINE red color [n -S] 

 

AEGINPRT RETAPING RETAPE, to tape again [v] 

AEGINPRT TAPERING TAPER, to become gradually narrower toward one end [v] 

 

AEGINPSS SPAEINGS SPAEING, act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n] 

AEGINPSS SPINAGES SPINAGE, spinach (cultivated herb) [n] 

 

AEGINRSW RESAWING RESAW, RESEE, to see again [v] 

AEGINRSW SWEARING act of uttering solemn oath [n -S] / SWEAR, to utter solemn oath [v] 

 

AEGINRSY RESAYING RESAY, to say again [v] 

AEGINRSY SYNERGIA synergy (combined action) [n -S] 

 

AEGINRTT GNATTIER GNATTY, infested with gnats [adj] 

AEGINRTT TREATING act of providing someone with something pleasurable [n -S] / TREAT, to behave in particular way toward [v] 

 

AEGINRTW TWANGIER TWANGY, twanging [adj] 

AEGINRTW WATERING act of one that waters [n -S] / WATER, to sprinkle with water (transparent, odorless, tasteless liquid) [v] 

 

AEGINSTT ESTATING ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

AEGINSTT TANGIEST TANGY, pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [adj] 

 

AEGINSTU SAUTEING SAUTE, to fry in small amount of fat [v] 

AEGINSTU UNITAGES UNITAGE, amount in units [n] 

 

AEGLLNOS ALLONGES ALLONGE, addition to document [n] 

AEGLLNOS GALLEONS GALLEON, large sailing vessel [n] 
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AEGLNRST STRANGLE to choke to death [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AEGLNRST TANGLERS TANGLER, one that tangles (to bring together in intricate confusion) [n] 

 

AEGLNRSW WANGLERS WANGLER, one that wangles (to obtain or accomplish by contrivance) [n] 

AEGLNRSW WRANGLES WRANGLE, to argue noisily [v] 

 

AEGLOORY AEROLOGY study of atmosphere [n -S] 

AEGLOORY AREOLOGY study of planet Mars [n -GIES] 

 

AEGLORST GLOATERS GLOATER, one that gloats (to regard with great or excessive satisfaction) [n] 

AEGLORST LEGATORS LEGATOR, one that legates (to bequeath (to grant by testament)) [n] 

 

AEGMNORV MANGROVE tropical tree or shrub [n -S] 

AEGMNORV VENOGRAM roentgenogram of vein [n -S] 

 

AEGMNRST GARMENTS GARMENT, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

AEGMNRST MARGENTS MARGENT, to margin (to provide with margin (border)) [v] 

 

AEGMNRTU ARGENTUM silver [n -S] 

AEGMNRTU ARGUMENT discussion involving differing points of view [n -S] 

 

AEGMNSTU AUGMENTS AUGMENT, to increase (to make or become greater) [v] 

AEGMNSTU MUTAGENS MUTAGEN, substance that causes biological mutation [n] 

 

AEGNNOST NEGATONS NEGATON, negatron (electron (elementary particle)) [n] 

AEGNNOST TONNAGES TONNAGE, total weight in tons [n] 

 

AEGNORST ESTRAGON tarragon (perennial herb) [n -S] 

AEGNORST NEGATORS NEGATOR, negater (one that negates (to nullify)) [n] 

 

AEGOPSST GESTAPOS GESTAPO, secret-police organization [n] 

AEGOPSST POSTAGES POSTAGE, charge for mailing item [n] 

 

AEGOPSTT GATEPOST post from which gate is hung [n -S] 

AEGOPSTT POTTAGES POTTAGE, thick soup [n] 

 

AEGORRTT GAROTTER one that garottes (to garrote (to execute by strangling)) [n -S] 

AEGORRTT GARROTTE to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v -D, -TTING, -S] 

 

AEGPRRSS GRASPERS GRASPER, one that grasps (to seize firmly with hand) [n] 

AEGPRRSS SPARGERS SPARGER, one that sparges (to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on)) [n] 

 

AEHHISVY HEAVYISH somewhat heavy [adj] 

AEHHISVY YESHIVAH yeshiva (orthodox Jewish school) [n -S] 
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AEHHRSST HARSHEST HARSH, severe (unsparing in treatment of others) [adj] 

AEHHRSST THRASHES THRASH, to beat (to strike repeatedly) [v] 

 

AEHIKSST SHAKIEST SHAKY, shaking [adj] 

AEHIKSST SHITAKES SHITAKE, shiitake (dark Oriental mushroom) [n] 

 

AEHILNOP APHELION  point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [n -IA, -S] 

AEHILNOP PHELONIA liturgical vestments [n PHELONIA] 

 

AEHILORS AIRHOLES AIRHOLE, hole to let air in or out [n] 

AEHILORS SHOALIER SHOALY, full of shallow areas [adj] 

 

AEHILRSV LAVISHER LAVISH, expending or giving in great amounts [adj] / one that lavishes (to expend or give in great amounts) [n -S] 

AEHILRSV SHRIEVAL pertaining to sheriff (law-enforcement officer of county) [adj] 

 

AEHILRTY EARTHILY in earthy (composed of, resembling, or suggestive of earth) manner [adv] 

AEHILRTY HEARTILY HEARTY, very friendly [adv] 

 

AEHILSST HELIASTS HELIAST, Athenian judge [n] 

AEHILSST SHALIEST SHALEY, shaly (resembling shale (fissile rock)) [adj] / SHALY [adj] 

 

AEHIMPRS SAMPHIRE European herb [n -S] 

AEHIMPRS SERAPHIM SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] / seraph (winged celestial being) [n -S] 

 

AEHIMPSS EMPHASIS special significance imparted to something [n -SES] 

AEHIMPSS MISSHAPE to shape badly [v -D, -N, -PING, -S] 

 

AEHIMPST MATESHIP state of being mate [n -S] 

AEHIMPST SHIPMATE fellow sailor [n -S] 

 

AEHIMRSS MARISHES MARISH, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [n] 

AEHIMRSS MISHEARS MISHEAR, to hear (to perceive by ear) incorrectly [v] 

 

AEHINNTX XANTHEIN water-soluble part of coloring matter in yellow flowers [n -S] 

AEHINNTX XANTHINE chemical compound [n -S] 

 

AEHINPRS HEPARINS HEPARIN, biochemical [n] 

AEHINPRS SERAPHIN SERAPH, winged celestial being [n] 

 

AEHINRSV ENRAVISH to delight greatly [v -D, -ING, -ES] 

AEHINRSV VANISHER one that vanishes (to disappear) [n -S] 

 

AEHINSSS ASHINESS condition of being ashy [n -ES] 

AEHINSSS HESSIANS HESSIAN, coarse cloth [n] 
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AEHIPPST EPITAPHS EPITAPH, inscription on tomb [n] 

AEHIPPST HAPPIEST HAPPY, marked by joy [adj] 

 

AEHIPRSS PARISHES PARISH, ecclesiastical district [n] 

AEHIPRSS SHARPIES SHARPIE, very alert person [n] / SHARPY [n] 

 

AEHLMNOT HOTELMAN hotelier (hotel manager) [n -MEN] 

AEHLMNOT METHANOL toxic alcohol [n -S] 

 

AEHLNOST ANETHOLS ANETHOL, anethole (chemical compound) [n] 

AEHLNOST ETHANOLS ETHANOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

 

AEHLORST LOATHERS LOATHER, one that loathes (to detest greatly) [n] 

AEHLORST RATHOLES RATHOLE, hole made by rat [n] 

 

AEHLPRSS PLASHERS PLASHER, one that plashes (to weave together) [n] 

AEHLPRSS SPLASHER one that splashes (to scatter liquid about) [n -S] 

 

AEHLRSST HARSLETS HARSLET, haslet (edible viscera of animal) [n] 

AEHLRSST SLATHERS SLATHER, to spread thickly [v] 

 

AEHNORSS HOARSENS HOARSEN, to make hoarse [v] 

AEHNORSS SENHORAS SENHORA, married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n] 

 

AEHNSSTY SHANTEYS SHANTEY, chantey (sailor's song) [n] 

AEHNSSTY SYNTHASE enzyme that acts as catalyst in linking two molecules [n -S] 

 

AEHOPSTU PHASEOUT gradual stopping of operations [n -S] 

AEHOPSTU TAPHOUSE tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n -S] 

 

AEHORSST EARSHOTS EARSHOT, range within which sound can be heard [n] 

AEHORSST HOARSEST HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adj] 

 

AEHORSTX OXHEARTS OXHEART, variety of sweet cherry [n] 

AEHORSTX THORAXES THORAX, part of body between neck and abdomen [n] 

 

AEHQRSSU QUASHERS QUASHER, one that quashes (to suppress completely) [n] 

AEHQRSSU SQUASHER one that squashes (to press into pulp or flat mass) [n -S] 

 

AEIILLMR MILLIARE unit of area [n -S] 

AEIILLMR RAMILLIE type of wig [n -S] 

 

AEIILMNS ALIENISM alienage (state of being foreign (situated outside place or country)) [n -S] 

AEIILMNS MILESIAN pertaining to native people of Ireland [adj] 
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AEIILNQU AQUILINE curving like eagle's beak [adj] 

AEIILNQU QUINIELA quinella (type of bet in horse racing) [n -S] 

 

AEIILNST ALIENIST physician who treats mental disorders [n -S] 

AEIILNST LITANIES LITANY, ceremonial form of prayer [n] 

 

AEIILRST LAIRIEST LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

AEIILRST LISTERIA rod-shaped bacterium [n -S] 

 

AEIIMRST AIRTIMES AIRTIME, time when broadcast begins [n] 

AEIIMRST SERIATIM serially (in manner or form of serial) [adv] 

 

AEIKMNST MANKIEST MANKY, inferior, defective [adj] 

AEIKMNST MISTAKEN MISTAKE, to interpret wrongly [v] 

 

AEIKNRST KERATINS KERATIN, fibrous protein [n] 

AEIKNRST NARKIEST NARKY, irritable [adj] 

 

AEIKRSST ASTERISK to mark with asterisk (star-shaped printing mark) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEIKRSST SARKIEST SARKY, sarcastic [adj] 

 

AEILLPST PALLIEST PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

AEILLPST PASTILLE lozenge (small, often medicated candy) [n -S] 

 

AEILLQSU LALIQUES LALIQUE, style of cut glass or crystal [n] 

AEILLQSU SQUILLAE SQUILLA, burrowing crustacean [n] 

 

AEILLRST LITERALS LITERAL, small error in printing or writing [n] 

AEILLRST TALLIERS TALLIER, one that tallies (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n] 

 

AEILLSST TAILLESS having no tail [adj] 

AEILLSST TALLISES TALLIS, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

 

AEILMMOT AMMOLITE fossilized shell of ammonite [n -S] 

AEILMMOT IMMOLATE to kill as sacrifice [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEILMNNS LINESMAN football official [n -S] 

AEILMNNS MELANINS MELANIN, dark pigment [n] 

 

AEILMNOS LAMINOSE composed of laminae [adj] 

AEILMNOS SEMOLINA granular product of wheat used for pasta [n -S] 

 

AEILMNPS IMPANELS IMPANEL, to enter on list for jury duty [v] 

AEILMNPS MANIPLES MANIPLE, silk band worn on left arm as vestment [n] 
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AEILMNRT TERMINAL end or extremity [n -S] 

AEILMNRT TRAMLINE streetcar line [n -S] 

 

AEILMORT AMITROLE herbicide [n -S] 

AEILMORT ROLAMITE nearly frictionless mechanical device [n -S] 

 

AEILMPST PALMIEST PALMY, marked by prosperity [adj] 

AEILMPST SEPTIMAL based on number seven [adj] 

 

AEILMSTY STEAMILY STEAMY, marked by steam [adv] 

AEILMSTY TALEYSIM TALLITH, Jewish prayer shawl [n] 

 

AEILMTTU MUTILATE to deprive of limb or other essential part [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEILMTTU ULTIMATE to come to end [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEILNORS AILERONS AILERON, movable control surface on airplane wing [n] 

AEILNORS ALIENORS ALIENOR, one that transfers property [n] 

 

AEILNORT ORIENTAL inhabitant of eastern country [n -S] 

AEILNORT RELATION significant association between two or more things [n -S] 

 

AEILNPSS PAINLESS not causing pain [adj] 

AEILNPSS SPANIELS SPANIEL, dog with silky hair [n] 

 

AEILNSTU ALUNITES ALUNITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AEILNSTU INSULATE to separate with nonconducting material [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEILNTVY NATIVELY in inborn (existing in one from birth) manner [adv] 

AEILNTVY VENALITY quality or state of being venal [n -TIES] 

 

AEILOPRS PELORIAS PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [n] 

AEILOPRS POLARISE to polarize (to give polarity to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AEILOPRT EPILATOR agent for removing hair [n -S] 

AEILOPRT PETIOLAR pertaining to petiole (stalk of leaf) [adj] 

 

AEILORSV VALORISE to valorize (to establish and maintain price of by governmental action) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AEILORSV VARIOLES VARIOLE, foveola (small fovea) [n] 

 

AEILPRRT PALTRIER PALTRY, petty (insignificant) [adj] 

AEILPRRT PRETRIAL proceeding that precedes trial [n -S] 

 

AEILQRTU QUARTILE portion of frequency distribution [n -S] 

AEILQRTU REQUITAL something given in return, compensation, or retaliation [n -S] 
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AEILQSTU LIQUATES LIQUATE, to purify metal by heating [v] 

AEILQSTU TEQUILAS TEQUILA, Mexican liquor [n] 

 

AEILRRST RETRIALS RETRIAL, second trial [n] 

AEILRRST TRAILERS TRAILER, to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v] 

 

AEILSSTT SALTIEST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] 

AEILSSTT SLATIEST SLATEY, slaty (resembling slate) [adj] / SLATY [adj] 

 

AEIMMRST MARMITES MARMITE, large soup kettle [n] 

AEIMMRST RAMMIEST RAMMY, rammish (resembling ram (male sheep)) [adj] 

 

AEIMNNOT ANTINOME one that is opposite to another [n -S] 

AEIMNNOT NOMINATE to name as candidate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEIMNRST MINARETS MINARET, slender tower attached to mosque [n] 

AEIMNRST RAIMENTS RAIMENT, clothing (wearing apparel) [n] 

 

AEIMNRTT INTERMAT to mat fibers together [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

AEIMNRTT MARTINET one who demands rigid adherence to rules [n -S] 

 

AEIMNSST MANTISES MANTIS, predatory insect [n] 

AEIMNSST MATINESS friendliness (quality of being friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [n -ES] 

 

AEIMORRS ARMOIRES ARMOIRE, large, ornate cabinet [n] 

AEIMORRS ARMORIES ARMORY, place where weapons are stored [n] 

 

AEIMORST AMORTISE to amortize (to liquidate gradually, as debt) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEIMORST ATOMISER atomizer (device for atomizing liquids) [n -S] 

 

AEIMORTZ AMORTIZE to liquidate gradually, as debt [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

AEIMORTZ ATOMIZER device for atomizing liquids [n -S] 

 

AEIMPRRT IMPARTER one that imparts (to make known) [n -S] 

AEIMPRRT TRAMPIER TRAMPY, having characteristics of vagrant [adj] 

 

AEIMPRSS IMPRESAS IMPRESA, type of emblem [n] 

AEIMPRSS MISPARSE to parse (to describe and analyze grammatically) incorrectly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AEIMPSST IMPASTES IMPASTE, to make into paste [v] 

AEIMPSST PASTIMES PASTIME, recreational activity [n] 

 

AEIMRSTT MISTREAT to treat badly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEIMRSTT TERATISM malformed fetus [n -S] 
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AEIMSSST MASSIEST MASSY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

AEIMSSST MISSEATS MISSEAT, to seat wrongly [v] 

 

AEIMSSTT ETATISMS ETATISM, state socialism [n] 

AEIMSSTT MISSTATE to state wrongly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEINNORS NONARIES NONARY, group of nine [n] 

AEINNORS RAISONNE arranged systematically [adj] 

 

AEINNORT ANOINTER one that anoints (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n -S] 

AEINNORT REANOINT to anoint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AEINNOST ENATIONS ENATION, outgrowth from surface of organ [n] 

AEINNOST SONATINE SONATINA, short sonata [n] 

 

AEINNOTV INNOVATE to introduce something new [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AEINNOTV VENATION arrangement of veins [n -S] 

 

AEINNRST ENTRAINS ENTRAIN, to board train [v] 

AEINNRST TRANNIES TRANNIE, tranny (transmission) [n] / TRANNY [n] 

 

AEINNSST INSANEST INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

AEINNSST STANINES STANINE, one of nine classes into which set of scores are divided [n] 

 

AEINORSS ERASIONS ERASION, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

AEINORSS SENSORIA parts of brain concerned with reception and interpretation of sensory stimuli [n SENSORIA] 

 

AEINPRRT PRETRAIN to train beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEINPRRT TERRAPIN North American tortoise [n -S] 

 

AEINPSST SAPIENTS SAPIENT, wise person [n] 

AEINPSST STEAPSIN enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

 

AEINPSTU PETUNIAS PETUNIA, tropical herb [n] 

AEINPSTU SUPINATE to turn so that palm is facing upward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AEINQRTU ANTIQUER one that antiques (to give appearance of age to) [n -S] 

AEINQRTU QUAINTER QUAINT, pleasingly old-fashioned or unfamiliar [adj] 

 

AEINQSTU ANTIQUES ANTIQUE, to give appearance of age to [v] 

AEINQSTU QUANTISE to quantize (to limit possible values of to discrete set) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

AEINRSSU ANURESIS inability to urinate [n -SES] 

AEINRSSU SENARIUS Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n -II] 
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AEIORSTU OUTRAISE to surpass in raising [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AEIORSTU SAUTOIRE sautoir (saltire (heraldic design)) [n -S] 

 

AEIPRRRS PARRIERS PARRIER, one that parries (to ward off blow) [n] 

AEIPRRRS SPARRIER SPARRY, resembling spar (lustrous mineral) [adj] 

 

AEIPRRSS ASPIRERS ASPIRER, aspirant (one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition)) [n] 

AEIPRRSS PRAISERS PRAISER, one that praises (to express approval or admiration of) [n] 

 

AEIPRSSV PARVISES PARVIS, enclosed area in front of church [n] / PARVISE [n] 

AEIPRSSV PAVISERS PAVISER, soldier carrying pavis [n] 

 

AEIPSSSV PASSIVES PASSIVE, verb form [n] 

AEIPSSSV PAVISSES PAVISSE, pavis (large medieval shield) [n] 

 

AEIPSZZZ PIZAZZES PIZAZZ, quality of being exciting or attractive [n] 

AEIPSZZZ PIZZAZES PIZZAZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

 

AEIRRRST STARRIER STARRY, abounding with stars [adj] 

AEIRRRST TARRIERS TARRIER, one that tarries (to delay or be slow in acting or doing) [n] 

 

AEIRRSTT STRAITER STRAIT, narrow (of little width) [adj] 

AEIRRSTT TARRIEST TARRY, resembling tar [adj] 

 

AEISSTTV STATIVES STATIVE, verb that expresses condition [n] 

AEISSTTV VASTIEST VASTY, vast (of great extent or size) [adj] 

 

AEKMNRSU UNMAKERS UNMAKER, one that unmakes (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n] 

AEKMNRSU UNMASKER one that unmasks (to remove mask from) [n -S] 

 

AEKMORTW TEAMWORK cooperative effort to achieve common goal [n -S] 

AEKMORTW WORKMATE fellow worker [n -S] 

 

AELLMNTY MENTALLY MENTAL, pertaining to mind [adv] 

AELLMNTY TALLYMEN TALLYMAN, person who tallies [n] 

 

AELLNRUY NEURALLY NEURAL, pertaining to nervous system [adv] 

AELLNRUY UNREALLY not really (actually (existing in fact)) [adv] 

 

AELLORST REALLOTS REALLOT, to allot again [v] 

AELLORST ROSTELLA small, beaklike structures [n ROSTELLA] 

 

AELLORSV ALLOVERS ALLOVER, fabric having pattern extending over entire surface [n] 

AELLORSV OVERALLS OVERALL, loose outer garment [n] 
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AELMNOPS NEOPLASM tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S] 

AELMNOPS PLEONASM use of needless words [n -S] 

 

AELMNRSU MENSURAL pertaining to measure [adj] 

AELMNRSU NUMERALS NUMERAL, symbol that expresses number [n] 

 

AELMOPRR PREMOLAR tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n -S] 

AELMOPRR PREMORAL preceding development of moral code [adj] 

 

AELMOPRS PLEROMAS PLEROMA, fullness of divine powers [n] 

AELMOPRS RAMPOLES RAMPOLE, rampike (standing dead tree) [n] 

 

AELMOSSY AMYLOSES AMYLOSE, relatively soluble component of starch [n] 

AELMOSSY SOYMEALS SOYMEAL, residue from extraction of oil from soybean seeds [n] 

 

AELMPRST TEMPLARS TEMPLAR, lawyer or student of law in London [n] 

AELMPRST TRAMPLES TRAMPLE, to tread on heavily [v] 

 

AELMRSST LAMSTERS LAMSTER, fugitive (one who flees) [n] 

AELMRSST TRAMLESS having no tramcar [adj] 

 

AELMRSTT MALTSTER one that makes malt [n -S] 

AELMRSTT MARTLETS MARTLET, martin (small bird) [n] 

 

AELNOPRS PERSONAL brief, private notice in newspaper [n -S] 

AELNOPRS PSORALEN drug used to treat psoriasis [n -S] 

 

AELNORSU ALEURONS ALEURON, aleurone (protein matter found in seeds of certain plants) [n] 

AELNORSU NEUROSAL NEUROSIS, type of emotional disturbance [adj] 

 

AELNPRST PLANTERS PLANTER, one that plants (to place in ground for growing) [n] 

AELNPRST REPLANTS REPLANT, to plant again [v] 

 

AELNPRSU PURSLANE common garden herb [n -S] 

AELNPRSU SUPERNAL pertaining to sky [adj] 

 

AELNPSSS SNAPLESS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj] 

AELNPSSS SPANLESS having no extent [adj] 

 

AELNPTTU PATULENT patulous (spreading; open) [adj] 

AELNPTTU PETULANT peevish (irritable) [adj] 

 

AELOORSS AEROSOLS AEROSOL, gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid particles [n] 

AELOORSS ROSEOLAS ROSEOLA, rose-colored skin rash [n] 
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AELOPPRS PROLAPSE to fall or slip out of place [v -D, -SING, -S] 

AELOPPRS SAPROPEL mud consisting chiefly of decaying organic matter [n -S] 

 

AELOPRST PETROSAL part of temporal bone [n -S] 

AELOPRST POLESTAR guiding principle [n -S] 

 

AELOPSSU ESPOUSAL marriage ceremony [n -S] 

AELOPSSU SEPALOUS SEPAL, one of individual leaves of calyx [adj] 

 

AELOPSTU OUTLEAPS OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

AELOPSTU PETALOUS having petals (leaflike part of corolla) [adj] 

 

AELORSTU OESTRUAL estrual (estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals))) [adj] 

AELORSTU ROSULATE arranged in form of rosette [adj] 

 

AELORSTV LEVATORS LEVATOR, muscle that raises organ or part [n] 

AELORSTV OVERSALT to salt to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AELORSVY LAYOVERS LAYOVER, stopover (brief stop in course of journey) [n] 

AELORSVY OVERLAYS OVERLAY, OVERLIE, to lie over [v] 

 

AELPPSSU APPULSES APPULSE, approach of one moving body toward another [n] 

AELPPSSU PALPUSES PALPUS, sensory organ of arthropod [n] 

 

AELPRSSY PARSLEYS PARSLEY, cultivated herb [n] 

AELPRSSY SPARSELY SPARSE, thinly distributed [adv] 

 

AELRRSTT RATTLERS RATTLER, one that rattles (to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds) [n] 

AELRRSTT STARTLER one that startles (to frighten or surprise suddenly) [n -S] 

 

AELRRSTW TRAWLERS TRAWLER, boat used for trawling [n] 

AELRRSTW WARSTLER wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

 

AELRSSTT STARLETS STARLET, small star [n] 

AELRSSTT STARTLES STARTLE, to frighten or surprise suddenly [v] 

 

AELRSTTT TARTLETS TARTLET, small pie [n] 

AELRSTTT TATTLERS TATTLER, one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n] 

 

AELRSTTU LUSTRATE to purify ceremonially [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AELRSTTU TUTELARS TUTELAR, tutelary (one who has power to protect) [n] 

 

AELRSTUV VAULTERS VAULTER, one that leaps (to spring off ground) [n] 

AELRSTUV VESTURAL pertaining to clothing (wearing apparel) [adj] 
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AEMNNORS MONERANS MONERAN, cellular organism that does not have distinct nucleus [n] 

AEMNNORS SONARMEN SONARMAN, person who operates sonar equipment [n] 

 

AEMNNORT ORNAMENT to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AEMNNORT TENORMAN person who plays tenor saxophone [n -MEN] 

 

AEMNORSU ENAMOURS ENAMOUR, to enamor (to inspire with love) [v] 

AEMNORSU NEUROMAS NEUROMA, type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n] 

 

AEMNPSTU PUTAMENS PUTAMEN, hard covering of kernel of certain fruits [n] 

AEMNPSTU SPUMANTE Italian sparkling wine [n -S] 

 

AEMNRRSU MANURERS MANURER, one that manures (to fertilize with manure (animal excrement)) [n] 

AEMNRRSU SURNAMER one that surnames (to give family name to) [n -S] 

 

AEMNRSST SARMENTS SARMENT, type of plant stem [n] 

AEMNRSST SMARTENS SMARTEN, to improve in appearance [v] 

 

AEMOOSST MAESTOSO stately musical passage [n -S] 

AEMOOSST OSTEOMAS OSTEOMA, tumor of bone tissue [n] 

 

AEMOOSTT OSTOMATE one who has had ostomy [n -S] 

AEMOOSTT TOMATOES TOMATO, fleshy, edible fruit of perennial plant [n] 

 

AEMPRSST RESTAMPS RESTAMP, to stamp again [v] 

AEMPRSST STAMPERS STAMPER, one that stamps (to bring foot down heavily) [n] 

 

AEMPRSTU TEMPURAS TEMPURA, Japanese dish [n] 

AEMPRSTU UPSTREAM toward source of stream [adv] 

 

AEMQRSSU MARQUESS marquis (European nobleman) [n -ES] 

AEMQRSSU MASQUERS MASQUER, masker (one that wears mask) [n] 

 

AEMRSSSU ASSUMERS ASSUMER, one that assumes (to take on) [n] 

AEMRSSSU MASSEURS MASSEUR, man who massages [n] 

 

AENNORST NORTENAS NORTENA, style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n] 

AENNORST RESONANT resounding sound [n -S] 

 

AENOPRSS PERSONAS PERSONA, character in literary work [n] 

AENOPRSS RESPONSA written rabbinic decisions [n RESPONSA] 

 

AENORSSU ANSEROUS silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

AENORSSU ARSENOUS pertaining to arsenic (metallic element) [adj] 
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AENPRRSW PRAWNERS PRAWNER, one that prawns (to fish for prawns (edible shellfish)) [n] 

AENPRRSW PREWARNS PREWARN, to warn in advance [v] 

 

AENPRSST PASTERNS PASTERN, part of horse's foot [n] 

AENPRSST RAPTNESS state of being rapt (deeply engrossed) [n -ES] 

 

AENRSSTU ANESTRUS period of sexual dormancy [n -RI] 

AENRSSTU SAUNTERS SAUNTER, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

 

AENRSSTV SERVANTS SERVANT, one that serves others [n] 

AENRSSTV VERSANTS VERSANT, slope of mountain or mountain chain [n] 

 

AENSSTTU TAUTNESS state of being taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [n -ES] 

AENSSTTU UNSTATES UNSTATE, to deprive of status [v] 

 

AEOPRRST PRAETORS PRAETOR, ancient Roman magistrate [n] 

AEOPRRST PRORATES PRORATE, to divide proportionately [v] 

 

AEOPRSSV OVERPASS to pass over [v -ED, -AST, -ING, -S] 

AEOPRSSV PASSOVER lamb eaten at feast of Jewish holiday [n -S] 

 

AEOQRSTU EQUATORS EQUATOR, great circle of spherical celestial bodies [n] 

AEOQRSTU QUAESTOR ancient Roman magistrate [n -S] 

 

AEORRSSV SAVORERS SAVORER, one that savors (to taste or smell with pleasure) [n] 

AEORRSSV SEROVARS SEROVAR, group of microorganisms having characteristic set of antigens [n] 

 

AEORSTTT ATTESTOR attester (one that attests (to affirm to be true or genuine)) [n -S] 

AEORSTTT TESTATOR one that makes will [n -S] 

 

AEORTUWY OUTWEARY to surpass in wearying [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

AEORTUWY ROUTEWAY established course of travel [n -S] 

 

AEPPRRST STRAPPER one that straps (to fasten with strap (narrow strip of flexible material)) [n -S] 

AEPPRRST TRAPPERS TRAPPER, one that traps (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [n] 

 

AEPPRRSW PREWRAPS PREWRAP, to wrap beforehand [v] 

AEPPRRSW WRAPPERS WRAPPER, one that wraps (to enclose in something wound or folded about) [n] 

 

AEPRRSSY RESPRAYS RESPRAY, to spray again [v] 

AEPRRSSY SPRAYERS SPRAYER, one that sprays (to disperse in fine particles) [n] 

 

AEPRRSTU PASTURER one that pastures livestock [n -S] 

AEPRRSTU RAPTURES RAPTURE, to fill with great joy [v] 
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AEPRSSST SPARSEST SPARSE, thinly distributed [adj] 

AEPRSSST TRESPASS to enter upon land of another unlawfully [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

AEPRSSTT SPATTERS SPATTER, to scatter in drops [v] 

AEPRSSTT TAPSTERS TAPSTER, one that dispenses liquor in barroom [n] 

 

AEPRSSTU PASTURES PASTURE, to put in pasture (grazing area) [v] 

AEPRSSTU UPSTARES UPSTARE, to stare upward [v] 

 

AEQRSTTU QUARTETS QUARTET, group of four [n] 

AEQRSTTU SQUATTER SQUAT, short and thick [adj] / to move through water [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AERRSSTT RESTARTS RESTART, to start again [v] 

AERRSSTT STARTERS STARTER, one that starts (to set out) [n] 

 

AFFINRSU FUNFAIRS FUNFAIR, amusement park [n] 

AFFINRSU RUFFIANS RUFFIAN, tough, lawless person [n] 

 

AFGILNOS FOALINGS FOALING, act of giving birth to horse [n] 

AFGILNOS LOAFINGS LOAFING, place where cattle are allowed to roam freely [n] 

 

AFGIMNRS FARMINGS FARMING, business of operating farm [n] 

AFGIMNRS FRAMINGS FRAMING, framework [n] 

 

AFIILNST FINALIST contestant who reaches last part of competition [n -S] 

AFIILNST TAILFINS TAILFIN, fin at posterior end of fish [n] 

 

AFIINNOS SAINFOIN perennial herb [n -S] 

AFIINNOS SINFONIA symphony (orchestral composition) [n -S, -NIE] 

 

AFILLPSU PAILFULS PAILFUL, as much as pail can hold [n] 

AFILLPSU PAILSFUL PAILFUL, as much as pail can hold [n] 

 

AFILMNOR FORMALIN aqueous solution of formaldehyde [n -S] 

AFILMNOR INFORMAL marked by absence of formality or ceremony [adj] 

 

AFILNORT FLATIRON device for pressing clothes [n -S] 

AFILNORT INFLATOR inflater (one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air)) [n -S] 

 

AFINSSTU FAUNISTS FAUNIST, specialist on faunas [n] 

AFINSSTU FUSTIANS FUSTIAN, cotton fabric [n] 

 

AFLLOSTU FALLOUTS FALLOUT, radioactive debris resulting from nuclear explosion [n] 

AFLLOSTU OUTFALLS OUTFALL, outlet of body of water [n] 
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AGGGILNS LAGGINGS LAGGING, insulating material [n] 

AGGGILNS SLAGGING process of converting ore into slag [n -S] / SLAG, to convert into slag (fused residue of smelted ore) [v] 

 

AGGGINNS NAGGINGS NAGGING, act of finding fault incessantly [n] 

AGGGINNS SNAGGING SNAG, to catch on snag (jagged protuberance) [v] 

 

AGGHINNS GNASHING GNASH, to grind teeth together [v] 

AGGHINNS HANGINGS HANGING, execution by strangling with suspended noose [n] 

 

AGGILNNS ANGLINGS ANGLING, sport of fishing [n] 

AGGILNNS SLANGING SLANG, to use slang (extremely informal or vulgar language) [v] 

 

AGGILNRY GRAYLING food fish [n -S] 

AGGILNRY RAGINGLY in furious (extremely angry) manner [adv] 

 

AGHILLNO HALLOING HALLO, to shout (to utter loudly) [v] 

AGHILLNO HOLLAING HOLLA, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

 

AGHILNSW SHAWLING SHAWL, to wrap in shawl (piece of cloth worn as covering) [v] 

AGHILNSW WHALINGS WHALING, industry of hunting and processing whales [n] 

 

AGHINRTW THRAWING THRAW, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

AGHINRTW WRATHING WRATH, to make wrathful [v] 

 

AGHINSSW SWASHING SWASH, to swagger (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

AGHINSSW WASHINGS WASHING, articles washed or to be washed [n] 

 

AGHINSTW SWATHING SWATHE, to wrap in bandages [v] 

AGHINSTW THAWINGS THAWING, melting of frozen substance [n] 

 

AGIILMNS MAILINGS MAILING, rented farm [n] 

AGIILMNS MISALIGN to align improperly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AGIILNOT INTAGLIO incised or sunken design [n -LI, -ES, -S] / to engrave in intaglio [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AGIILNOT LIGATION act of ligating (to bind (to tie or secure)) [n -S] 

 

AGIILNRV RIVALING RIVAL, to strive to equal or surpass [v] 

AGIILNRV VIRGINAL musical instrument [n -S] 

 

AGIINNPT PAINTING picture made with paints [n -S] / PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

AGIINNPT PATINING PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

 

AGIINSTW WAISTING type of dressmaking material [n -S] 

AGIINSTW WAITINGS WAITING, act of one who waits [n] 
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AGIKLNST STALKING act of one that stalks [n -S] / STALK, to pursue stealthily [v] 

AGIKLNST TALKINGS TALKING, conversation [n] 

 

AGIKNPRS PARKINGS PARKING, area in which vehicles may be left [n] 

AGIKNPRS SPARKING SPARK, to give off sparks (small fiery particles) [v] 

 

AGILLNRU ALLURING ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

AGILLNRU LINGULAR LINGULA, organ or process shaped like tongue [adj] 

 

AGILMNPS PSALMING PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

AGILMNPS SAMPLING small part selected for analysis [n -S] / SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

 

AGILNNUY UNGAINLY awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

AGILNNUY UNLAYING UNLAY, to untwist (to untwine (to separate twisted or tangled parts of)) [v] 

 

AGILNOSS GLOSSINA tsetse fly [n -S] 

AGILNOSS LASSOING LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

 

AGILNOST ANTILOGS ANTILOG, number corresponding to given logarithm [n] 

AGILNOST SOLATING SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

 

AGILNPST PLATINGS PLATING, thin layer of metal [n] 

AGILNPST STAPLING STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

 

AGILNPSY PALSYING PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

AGILNPSY SPLAYING SPLAY, to spread out [v] 

 

AGIMNNRU MANURING MANURE, to fertilize with manure (animal excrement) [v] 

AGIMNNRU UNARMING UNARM, to disarm (to deprive of weapons) [v] 

 

AGIMNORS ORGANISM any form of animal or plant life [n -S] 

AGIMNORS ROAMINGS ROAMING, use of cell phone outside its local area [n] 

 

AGIMNPST STAMPING STAMP, to bring foot down heavily [v] 

AGIMNPST TAMPINGS TAMPING, act of packing down by tapping [n] 

 

AGIMNRST MIGRANTS MIGRANT, one that migrates (to move from one region to another) [n] 

AGIMNRST SMARTING SMART, to cause sharp, stinging pain [v] 

 

AGIMNRSW SWARMING surrounding of victim by group of attackers [n -S] / SWARM, to move in large group [v] 

AGIMNRSW WARMINGS WARMING, act or instance of making something warm [n] 

 

AGINNPSW SPAWNING SPAWN, to deposit eggs [v] 

AGINNPSW WINGSPAN distance from tip of one of pair of wings to that of other [n -S] 
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AGINORRS GARRISON to assign to military post [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AGINORRS ROARINGS ROARING, loud, deep sound [n] 

 

AGINORST ORGANIST one who plays organ (keyboard musical instrument) [n -S] 

AGINORST ROASTING severe criticism [n -S] / ROAST, to cook with dry heat [v] 

 

AGINPRSS PINGRASS European weed [n -ES] 

AGINPRSS RASPINGS RASPING, tiny piece of wood removed with coarse file [n] 

 

AGINRSTW RINGTAWS RINGTAW, game of marbles [n] 

AGINRSTW STRAWING STRAW, to cover with straw (stalks of threshed grain) [v] 

 

AGINRSTY STINGRAY flat-bodied marine fish [n -S] 

AGINRSTY STRAYING STRAY, to wander from proper area or course [v] 

 

AGLLNSTU GALLNUTS GALLNUT, abnormal swelling of plant tissue [n] 

AGLLNSTU NUTGALLS NUTGALL, gallnut (abnormal swelling of plant tissue) [n] 

 

AGMMNOOR MONOGRAM to mark with design of one's initials [v -ED, -MMED, -ING, -MMING, -S] 

AGMMNOOR NOMOGRAM type of graph [n -S] 

 

AGMNSSTY GYMNASTS GYMNAST, one who is skilled in physical exercises [n] 

AGMNSSTY SYNTAGMS SYNTAGM, syntagma (syntactic element) [n] 

 

AHIIKRSS RIKISHAS RIKISHA, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n] 

AHIIKRSS SHIKARIS SHIKARI, shikaree (big game hunter) [n] 

 

AHILOPSS ALPHOSIS lack of skin pigmentation [n -ES] 

AHILOPSS HAPLOSIS halving of chromosome number [n -SES] 

 

AHILPPSS PALSHIPS PALSHIP, relation existing between close friends [n] 

AHILPPSS SHIPLAPS SHIPLAP, to clad vertical surface using rabbeted wood [v] 

 

AHIMOPRS APHORISM brief statement of truth or principle [n -S] 

AHIMOPRS MORPHIAS MORPHIA, morphine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

 

AHINRSVY HRYVNIAS HRYVNIA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

AHINRSVY VARNISHY glossy (lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently)) [adj] 

 

AHIORSST AIRSHOTS AIRSHOT, aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n] 

AHIORSST SHORTIAS SHORTIA, perennial herb [n] 

 

AHIPRSST HARPISTS HARPIST, one that plays harp [n] 

AHIPRSST STARSHIP spaceship for interstellar travel [n -S] 
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AHLNOPST HAPLONTS HAPLONT, organism having particular chromosomal structure [n] 

AHLNOPST NAPHTOLS NAPHTOL, naphthol (chemical compound) [n] 

 

AHLOSTUU HAULOUTS HAULOUT, action of hauling boat out of water [n] 

AHLOSTUU OUTHAULS OUTHAUL, rope for extending sail along spar [n] 

 

AHMNNSTU HUNTSMAN hunter (one that hunts (to pursue for food or sport)) [n -MEN] 

AHMNNSTU MANHUNTS MANHUNT, intensive search for person [n] 


